Directions to Child First National Program Office
35 Nutmeg Drive
Suite 385
Trumbull, CT 06611

Coming from the North

From 91 South
• At exit 17, take ramp right for CT-15 South toward E. Main St / W. CrossPkwy
• At exit 52, take ramp right for CT-8 North toward Waterbury, (go 1.4 miles) to the first exit
• At exit 11, take ramp right to Huntington Road (go 0.1 miles), stay in right lane
• Turn right at light at top of ramp onto Huntington Rd
• Immediately, take next right onto Merritt Blvd (go 0.8 miles)
• At second light, turn right onto Nutmeg Dr. (go 0.1 miles)
• Arrive at 35 Nutmeg Dr. on your left (white and green sign)

From 84 West
• From Waterbury at exit 19, take ramp left for CT-8 South toward Bridgeport / Naugatuck
  (go 22.3 miles)
• At exit 11, take ramp right towards Bridgeport Avenue
• At end of ramp at light, turn left onto CT-714 / Bridgeport Ave (go 0.5 miles)
• At first light, turn left onto Huntington St (note road name changes to Huntington Rd.)
• After crossing over Rte. 8, turn right at first light onto Merritt Blvd (go 0.8 miles)
• At second light, turn right onto Nutmeg Dr. (go 0.1 miles)
• Arrive at 35 Nutmeg Dr. on your left (white and green sign)

Coming from the South
• From NY or SW CT, take I-95 North toward New Haven
• At exit 27A, take ramp right for CT-25 / CT-8 toward Waterbury / Trumbull
• Keep right onto CT-8 N (go 3.2 miles)
• At exit 11, take ramp right and follow signs for Huntington Road
• Turn right at light at top of ramp onto Huntington Road
• Immediately, take next right onto Merritt Blvd (go 0.8 miles)
• At second light, turn right onto Nutmeg Dr. (go 0.1 miles)
• Arrive at 35 Nutmeg Dr. on your left (white and green sign)

-----

After you have parked:
• Go in the front entrance (glass enclosed), which will be down two or three flights of stairs from the parking lot, depending on where you parked
• Once in the building (with the entrance on the second floor), you can either climb one flight of stairs (directly in front of the entrance), or take the elevator to the third floor (past the stairs on your left)
• Once on the third floor, walk down the long hallway (walking away from the glass front entrance) and follow the signs for Progressive Diagnostics, #30. (There is one small zig zag.)
• Turn left and our offices are at the end of the hallway